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Introduction

The presented Report – Deliverable D6.5 summarizes the promotional Workshops on geothermal
district heating systems (geoDH) held in 2014 in fourteen GeoDH Project countries in frame of WP6.
This is a key WP, starting in month 1. The project team aims to use GeoDH results to convince
notably policy-makers in developing geothermal DH. The communication will be crucial as the main
objective is to increase awareness on deep geothermal for heating & cooling.
An exhaustive publication (project brochure in national languages which will present potential
applications, case studies and the benefits of geothermal DH) will be the main communication tool.
Other tools include a website with a best practice portal, promotional events, a media campaign with
a project newsletter to present the progress. Partners will have also to promote GeoDH by publishing
articles.
Project results will be disseminated through targeted workshops, presentations during relevant
events on DH and smart cities, and through a final conference.
The WP 6 comprises 3 main activities (transfer best practices, engage with DH companies, attract
interest from municipalities) divided in 6 tasks.
The main objective of reported Workshops was to support the geoDH development by providing to
key stakeholders (public and private) a background knowledge and awareness on geoDH systems,
deep geothermal and its application into district heating systems. The Workshops’ target groups
involved the representatives of regional and local authorities in charge of regulations and local
development, district heating developers, building sector, etc.
It was assumed that having better understanding of the geoDH technology and its advantages would
help to develop such systems since decision makers would be more favorable to support it, simplify
procedures and approve permits, while developers would be more considerate to and opt for this
technology.
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Promotional Workshops

2.1

Objectives

The main objective of Workshops was to support the geothermal district heating systems’
development by providing to the key stakeholders (public and private) in fourteen countries a basic
knowledge on geoDH systems, deep geothermal and its application into district heating systems.
It was indicated that in many cases there is a lack of awareness about these technology and issues in
many regions. Therefore, having better understanding of the technology and its advantages (gained
thanks to the training activities):

would help to develop geoDH system since decision makers would be more favorable to support
this technology, simplify procedures and approve permits,

developers would be more considerate to and opt for this technology.

2.2

Target groups

The main target groups, to whom the Workshops were oriented, involved the representatives of
regional and local authorities in charge of regulations and local development, district heating
developers, building sector, etc.
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2.3

Program

The program of 1-day promotional Workshops was prepared following common agenda suggested by
EGEC and then the draft program defined and agreed by all Partners for the final conference.
A common draft agenda of the promotional Workshops was as follows:
Draft Agenda

Promote Geothermal District Heating Systems in Europe
Conference on geothermal District Heating in XX

Session: GEODH presentation and project results (2h)
Prospective for geothermal DH in Europe:
geothermal DH potential in Europe:
Guide for financers:
GeoDH Business models in Europe :

Session on Financing (roundtable: 2h)
panelists: bankers, local authorities, GT developers, DH companies
Session on Regulations (roundtable: 1h30)
panelists: Ministry, reginal/local authorities, ESCO, GT companies
Session on Technology (roundtable: 1h30)
panelists: drilling, DH, smart cities etc.

The topics included, among others, first Project’s results on geoDH potential, regulations and
financing.

2.4

Speakers

During the individual Workshops (which were held in national languages mostly), particular topics
were presented by the instructors from local Partners’ teams – due to their experience and expertise
in geothermal and geoDH-related issues. In some cases the lectures were given by EGEC experts, and
by external invited speakers or associated through the Advisory Committee.
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National Promotional Workshops – an overview
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Promotional national workshops were organised between March and november 2014 for presenting
project results in BG, CZ, HU, PL, RO, SK, SI, NL, DE, IT, FR, DK, UK and IE. Some have been
organised jointly with the training courses and the site visits.
1. In Bratislava on 25/10/2014 for covering Slovakia, organised by AGEO, 37 participants
2. webinar on 25/10/2014 for covering United Kingdom, organised by EGEC and geoserv (EGEC
member). 17 participants
3. In Budapest on 5-6/11/2014 for covering Hungary, organised by MFGI. 81 participants
4. In Pisa on 25-26/06/2014 for covering Italy, organised by COSVIG. 23 participants
5. In Copenhagen on 26-27/08/14 for covering Denmark, organised by GE (ex FJVU). 28
Participants
6. In Varna on 25-27/06/2014 for covering Bulgaria, organised by UBBSLA, 63 participants
7. In Lubjana on 27-28/10/2014 for covering Slovenia, organised by SDDE, 34 participants
8. in Uniejow on 14/10/2014 for covering Poland by PASMEERI, 49 participants
9. in Litomerice on 23/10/2014 for covering Czech Republic organised by Geomedia (EGEC
member), 33 participants
10. in Paris on 18/11/2014 for covering France organised by AFPG, 29 participants
11. in Westland on 15/09/2014 for covering The Netherlands organised by Heerlen municipality, 54
participants
12. webinar on 27/11/2014 for covering Ireland and Northern Ireland organised by Geoserv (EGEC
member), 6 participants. This webinar is online in the GeoDH website.
13. in Bucharest on 20/11/2014 for covering Romania organised by RGS (EGEC member), 46
participants
14. in Troisdorf on 26/11/2014 for covering Germany by Ubeg (EGEC member), 15 participants
Powerpoint presentations (D6.5) for the workshops are available.
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Closing remarks

The reported Workshops on geoDH in 14 countries fulfilled their role and met assumed objectives.
In common opinion of participants, the Workshops were evaluated as important events, being the
most recent source of information on the possibilities, technologies, purposefulness and the need
to develop on much wider scale geothermal district heating systems in many European countries,
including fourteen ones to which the GeoDH Project was oriented. The attendees indicated high
substantial and organization level of all Workshops.
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The conclusion is taken from the presentations given by EGEC during the GeoDH workshop
in France:
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